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2nd Quarter 2022 Market Commentary: ‘E’asy Does It 

 

 
Data Source: Bloomberg 

 

June 2022 Highlights: 
• After having shown some signs of stabilization in May, global equity markets and risk assets took a turn 

for the worse in June as lingering concerns over tightening central bank policies and reports of 
energy/food shortages stemming from the Ukraine/Russia conflict are starting to translate into slower 
economic activity if not outright contraction.   

• In June, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) dropped 8.4% with MSCI Pacific ex-Japan (-5.7%), 
MSCI Emerging Markets (-6.6%), and MSCI Japan (-7.9%) outperforming the U.S. (S&P 500 -8.3%) 
and MSCI Europe (-9.9%).  China helped drive Pan-Asia’s outperformance as MSCI China rose 6.6% 
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helped by a strong recovery in its technology sector (Nasdaq Golden Dragons Index up 15.6%) as 
China looks set to recover from its Zero-COVID lockdowns.    

• Within the U.S., U.S. large caps narrowly outperformed small caps, as both broad market indices 
grapple with the prospects of a meaningful economic slowdown and uncertainty over prospective 
earnings growth.  Growth outperformed Value as the former benefited from a relief rally following the 
mid-month plunge across the U.S. market while the latter was hurt by a sell-off in Financials, Materials, 
and Energy stocks. The S&P 500 Index returning -8.3% versus -8.5% for the S&P 600 Index. S&P Pure 
Value underperformed Pure Growth, returning -11.2% versus -9.9%, respectively.    

• This month’s ‘Flight-to-Safety’ saw investors rotate to Defensive sectors such as Consumer Staples, 
Healthcare, and Utilities and out of Financials, Consumer Cyclicals, and Materials/Energy.   

• Risk factor performance also captured this month’s flight-to-safety as Minimum Volatility outperformed 
the other risk factors while High Quality and Value underperformed.    

• Interest rates rose in June, which contributed to the negative performance of fixed income, but this 
month saw a swing in rates with the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield rising as high as 3.5% around the 
middle of the month before settling near 3% at the end of June. 

• U.S. investment grade (Bloomberg US Aggregate) dropped 1.5% due to a combination of higher rates 
and wider spreads across corporate and MBS/ABS sectors.  The Bloomberg/Barclays ex-U.S. 
Aggregate Bond Index dropped 4.5%, as overseas bond markets were hurt by a combination of higher 
rates and an appreciating U.S. dollar.  U.S. high yield and emerging market debt also poorly performed 
this month in sympathy with the sell-off of global risk assets.  The Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield 
Index returned -6.7%, while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local Currency dropped 4.8%.   

• Within equity alternatives, it was a volatile month for commodities which saw an initial rally driven by 
higher oil prices then turned negative throughout the rest of June as prices dropped across the broad 
basket reflecting the negative end user demand response to higher prices.  The S&P GSCI 
Commodities Index dropped 7.6% while S&P GSCI Precious Metals returned -2.5%.  The Dow Jones 
REITs Index dropped 7.1% in sympathy with the broader U.S. equity sell-off in June.   
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‘E’asy Does It 

 
Source: istockphoto.com 

 

‘E’arnings ‘E’xpectations 

We begin our 2nd Quarter 2022 Market Commentary as we did with the 1st Quarter Commentary: Wall 
Street Sentiment and the Earnings Outlook for U.S. Companies in the face of growing uncertainty over 1) 
tightening central bank policies in the face of ‘persistently’ high inflation; 2) geopolitical uncertainty and the 
breakdown of globalization stemming from the Russia/Ukraine conflict; and 3) the global fallout from Zero-
COVID lockdowns across China.  At the end of the first quarter, Wall Street analysts (a.k.a. the sell-side) 
were projecting 10%+ earnings growth for 2022 and had assigned the highest number of ‘Buy’ ratings 
since 2010.   

Well, those projections are now starting to buckle under the pressures listed above and those we 
mentioned in our April and May Commentaries. Even the ‘secular-growth’ tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 is 
seeing sell-side earnings-per-share (“EPS”) estimates rolling over (Figure 1).  But just a smidgen if that.  
According to the 7/1/2022 edition of Factset Earnings Insight, “Over the past three months, analysts 
lowered EPS estimates for the second quarter by a smaller margin than average and increased EPS 
estimates for the full year (emphasis 3/DL).”  Now granted, much of the increase in estimates is coming 
from Materials and Energy companies, both major beneficiaries of the surge in commodity prices 
experienced this year.   

 

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/1Q2022-Market-Commentary.pdf
https://3dlfinancial.com/april-2022-market-commentary-global-financial-assets-weaken-amid-renewed-covid-lockdowns-across-china/
https://3dlfinancial.com/may-2022-market-commentary-soft-landing-or-cliff-drop/
https://advantage.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_070122.pdf
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Figure 1 – Nasdaq 100 Earnings Estimates Rolling Over 

 
Analysts continue to project an air of confidence (perhaps reflective of company management optimism) 
that U.S. corporate profitability will remain resilient despite inflationary pressures on margins as well as a 
potential slowdown.  The progression of estimate projections for CY 2022 and 2023 have not followed the 
typical pattern of where estimates drop, as opposed to a rise, as the year progresses (Figure 2).   

Figure 2 – Ever So Optimistic, Sellside Analysts Keep Ratcheting Up Earnings Growth 
Expectations for 2022 and 2023 
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Hence, 2nd quarter earnings releases and management guidance are especially pivotal for the near-term 
market outlook.  This will likely be the period where management will fess up material weakness, either 
over the past quarter (as what happened with Target and Wal-Mart the previous quarter) or an expected 
slowdown in business in the quarters to come (as we’re now starting to see across a broader swath of 
industries from consumer apparel to semiconductors). So far, estimates have come down primarily for 
Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services, although the former reflects more of a “Captain 
Obvious” moment by sellside analysts caught blindsided by the sudden shift in consumer behavior.   

Yet, investor and Main Street confidence levels are diverging from Wall Street as retail and consumer 
surveys point toward a bleaker picture.  Figure 3 presents the AAII survey which measures retail investor 
sentiment.  The survey reached maximum bearishness towards the middle of June amidst the height of the 
market sell-off.  Such an extreme reading can typically lead to a counter-rally, but investor sentiment has 
clearly soured on prospects for market appreciation.  

Figure 3 – AAII Survey of Investor Sentiment Reached Maximum Bearishness in Mid-June 

 
‘E’asy [Fed] ‘E’xpectations Despite Strong ‘E’mployment 

Note how prior extreme moments (blue circled) precipitated a ‘monetary’ response by central 
banks fearful of another bout of deflationary credit stress and asset liquidation, typically brought 
upon by excess risk taking and financial leverage.  A concern this time around is that central 
banks are having to contend with inflationary pressures not seen since the 1990s – a situation 
made even more difficult as economic growth forecasts are being adjusted down worldwide 
(Figure 4). 

https://www.travelpulse.com/news/entertainment/here-are-the-6-best-captain-obvious-gifs-on-the-internet.html
https://www.travelpulse.com/news/entertainment/here-are-the-6-best-captain-obvious-gifs-on-the-internet.html
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Figure 4 – Worldwide Economic Growth Projections Are Being Scaled Back in the Face of 
Higher Inflation 

 
As financial conditions tighten in response to higher interest rates, the timetable for expected monetary 
accommodation (a.k.a. dovish policy responses) is being pulled forward.  Yes, just as Fed Funds futures 
are projecting higher rates through the middle of 2023 (terminal rate of just under 3.50%), they are also 
projecting lower rates starting around the 2nd half of 2023 (Figure 5) as investors expect central banks to 
respond to the anticipated economic downdraft from higher rates.  Perhaps, this is what the market 
ultimately fears – central banks are forced to prematurely end policy tightening in the face of recessionary 
pressures even though headline inflation has yet to moderate to monetary policy goals of around 2.0-2.5%.  
Such a failure to arrest inflation risks a stagflationary scenario of low growth and persistently high inflation 
– a situation that can also undermine the credibility of central bank policies.  Even inflation settling down to 
3-4% throughout the next couple of years would risk undermining Federal Reserve credibility, should the 
Fed give in to market pressures to ease policy in the face of economic weakness.   
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Figure 5 – Fed Funds Futures Project Higher Rates to Be Followed by Lower Rates 

 
Source: Bloomberg WIRP 6/30/2022 

Somewhat of an absurd outcome when one considers the rate path.  Why bother signaling to the markets 
of rising rates only to be immediately followed by rate cuts in the face of economic weakness regardless of 
where inflation readings stand at that point?   

Fixed income markets seem to be ahead of central bank policy as there are increasing signs of both 
economic weakness and ‘peak’ inflation pressures.  According to a Deutsche Bank survey (Figure 6), 
participants expect a U.S. recession to occur in 2023 – a significant increase from what was expected at 
the beginning of the year.   The issue is that we may experience a recession in ‘real’ or inflation-adjusted 
economic activity even though nominal activity is still positive.   

Figure 6 – A Building Consensus Expects a U.S. Recession Around 2023 
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Since Target and Wal-Mart warned of a sudden shift in consumer behavior (a reduced appetite for 
‘discretionary’ items in favor of ‘necessary’ items such as food and gas), overall consumer spending has 
seen a sharp slowdown.   At first this ‘reduced’ appetite was mitigated by continuing strong demand for 
‘services’ such as travel and leisure as consumers catch up on post-pandemic travel.  However, there are 
signs that demand for services is experiencing a deceleration (Figure 7) in the face of higher services 
costs, whether lodging or airline ticket prices.  TSA checkpoint data has yet to confirm a slowdown in airline 
travel, but it remains to be seen how much appetite will be left at the end of summer and holiday seasons, 
as business travel has yet to return to pre-pandemic activity levels.   

Figure 7 – Diminishing Appetite for Consumer Goods and Services 

 
The Atlanta Fed GDPNow is indicating a negative real (inflation-adjusted) GDP print for the 2nd quarter 
(now -2.1% as of July 1 following the June PMI surveys), which would technically mean the U.S. in a 
recession even if nominal economic growth is still positive due to high inflation.  Since inflation has been so 
low for so long, the U.S. economy has mostly been viewed in ‘real’ terms rather than nominal.  What has 
dragged down 1st half economic activity has been a combination of weak U.S. exports (especially to Asia 
still grappling with COVID) and excess inventory build-up resulting from diminished appetite for consumer 
goods.  However, overall consumer spending remains positive, even on an inflation-adjusted basis, so 
Federal Reserve officials are hopeful that inflationary pressures will eventually subside as ‘shortages’ ease 
while not curtailing corporate capital expenditures, especially in badly needed infrastructure – a risk that 
the Fed has historically be unable to avoid (Figure 8).   

  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-29/us-personal-consumption-revised-sharply-lower-in-first-quarter
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-29/us-personal-consumption-revised-sharply-lower-in-first-quarter
https://www.atlantafed.org/cqer/research/gdpnow?utm_medium=social-media&utm_source=twitter-atlantafed&utm_campaign=gdpnow
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Figure 8 – History Not on the Fed’s Side as US Manufacturing Expected to Decline in the 
Face of Global Monetary Policy Tightening 

 
Businesses may see some relief in their operating costs as shortages have been alleviating (Figure 9).  

Figure 9 – An Easing of Product Shortages Should be Tailwind for Lower Inflation 
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What will likely turn market sentiment around is consumer sentiment (Figure 10).  And what will likely turn 
consumer sentiment around is a tangible sign that we are past peak inflation even if the U.S. experiences an 
economic slowdown.  Despite concerns over whether the U.S. is currently in or about to enter a recession, 
employment conditions remain strong as Jobless Claims (Figure 11) remain near pre-pandemic levels. 

Figure 10 – Consumer Sentiment Dragged Down by High Inflation 

 
Figure 11 – Yet the U.S. Employment Picture Remains Strong 
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Does the Fed Need to Take It ‘E’asy? 
 
The Fed is likely monitoring with upmost vigilance whether tightening financial conditions (Figure 12) from 
Fed policy are putting too much stress on capital market activity / health of the overall financial system.  
Leading Economic Indicators are declining in the face of tightening financial conditions but have not 
dropped precipitously unlike the 2008 Financial Crisis and 2020 COVID lockdowns.  

Figure 12 – Tightening Financial Conditions Have Coincided in a Decline in Leading 
Economic Indicators 

 
Financial market stress is definitely building up in corporate borrowing costs as measured by rising 
spreads-to-Treasuries across lower investment grade and below investment-grade borrowers (Figure 13).  
The marginally credit-worthy borrower is being priced out of the market as banks are choking on a backlog 
of leveraged loans and primary deals that have yet to be priced.  

Figure 13 – Corporate Borrowing Costs Have Risen 

 
As a result of strong U.S. dollar appreciation (Figure 14) resulting from a more aggressive hawkish stance 
by the Fed relative to Europe and Japan, foreign hedging costs (Figure 15) have risen making U.S. debt 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-01/companies-are-scrapping-bond-sales-at-the-fastest-pace-in-years#:%7E:text=Companies%20Scrap%20Most%20Bond%20Sales%20in%20Years%20as%20Cheap%20Money%20Ends,-More%20than%2070&text=More%20than%2070%20deals%20have,2021%2C%20and%2067%20in%202020.
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markets less attractive for overseas investors.  Lower demand from overseas investors has likely 
contributed to the higher private borrowing costs for corporate and retail borrowers.  

Figure 14 – U.S. Dollar Appreciation Adds to Further Stress to Global Financial System 

 
Figure 15 – U.S. Dollar Appreciation Adds to the Hedging Costs for Overseas Investors 

 
Commodity markets (Figure 15) are also succumbing to the tightening financial conditions as even the 
constrained supply picture is not enough to offset expectations of declining demand, especially for 
industrial metals like copper.  

  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-01/copper-extends-losses-after-quarterly-slump-on-recession-fears#xj4y7vzkg
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Figure 15 – Economic Downturn Ahead? Industrial Metal and Oil Prices Decline 

 
Perhaps the Fed can take heart that long-term inflation expectations (the breakeven rate between TIPS vs 
nominal Treasury yields) have declined even though a flattening term structure could turn into inversion 
with long-term rates lower than short-term rates (Figure 16) – these market-based indicators could help 
signal to the Fed whether the current pace of tightening is too aggressive or not. 

Figure 16 – Fixed Income Markets Are Pricing in Lower Inflation Expectations and 
Increasing Risks of an Economic Recession 

 
The Fed is in a bind and can only hope that inflation pressures drop meaningfully over the next year while 
avoiding a recession.  Following an expected 0.75% rate hike at the upcoming July meeting, the Fed may 
decide to take it ‘easy’ and pause for the remainder of the year while seeing the effects of current policy 
tightening on economic demand and employment conditions.    
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June 2022 Market Review 
After having shown some signs of stabilization in May, global equity markets and risk assets took a turn for 
the worse in June as lingering concerns over tightening central bank policies and reports of energy/food 
shortages stemming from the Ukraine/Russia conflict are starting to translate into slower economic activity 
if not outright contraction.   

In June, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) dropped 8.4%.  Across major regions (Figure 17), 
MSCI Pacific ex-Japan (-5.7%), MSCI Emerging Markets (-6.6%), and MSCI Japan (-7.9%) outperformed 
the U.S. market (S&P 500 -8.3%) and MSCI Europe (-9.9%).  China helped drive Pan-Asia’s 
outperformance as MSCI China rose 6.6% helped by a strong recovery in its technology sector (Nasdaq 
Golden Dragons Index up 15.6%) as China looks set to recover from its Zero-COVID lockdowns.           

Figure 17 – Emerging Markets and Pan-Asia Outperform the U.S. and Europe 

 
Within the U.S., U.S. large caps narrowly outperformed small caps (Figure 18), as both broad market 
indices grapple with the prospects of a meaningful economic slowdown and uncertainty over prospective 
earnings growth.  Growth outperformed Value as the former benefited from a relief rally following the mid-
month plunge across the U.S. market while the latter was hurt by a sell-off in Financials, Materials, and 
Energy stocks. The S&P 500 Index returning -8.3% versus -8.5% for the S&P 600 Index. S&P Pure Value 
underperformed Pure Growth, returning -11.2% versus -9.9%, respectively.   
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Figure 18 – Large Caps Marginally Outperform Small Caps and Growth Outperforms Value 

 
This month’s ‘Flight-to-Safety’ saw investors rotate to Defensive sectors such as Consumer Staples, 
Healthcare, and Utilities and out of Financials, Consumer Cyclicals, and Materials/Energy (Figure 19).     

Figure 19 – Defensive Sectors Outperform Financials and Late Cyclicals 

 
Risk factor performance also captured this month’s flight-to-safety as Minimum Volatility outperformed the 
other risk factors while High Quality and Value underperformed (Figure 20).      
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Figure 20 – Minimum Volatility Outperforms Other Risk Factors While Value Underperforms 

 

Global interest rates rose in June (Figure 21) for most bond markets (the exception being Japan), which 
contributed to the negative performance of global fixed income, but the month then saw a swing in rates 
with the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield rising as high as 3.5% around the middle of the month before settling 
near 3% at the end of June.  U.S. investment grade (Bloomberg US Aggregate) dropped 1.5% (Figure 22) 
due to a combination of higher rates and wider spreads across corporate and MBS/ABS sectors.  The 
Bloomberg/Barclays ex-U.S. Aggregate Bond Index dropped 4.5%, as overseas bond markets were hurt by 
a combination of higher rates and an appreciating U.S. dollar.  U.S. high yield and emerging market debt 
also poorly performed this month in sympathy with the sell-off of global risk assets.  The Bloomberg / 
Barclays US High Yield Index returned -6.7%, while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local 
Currency dropped 4.8%.   

Figure 22 – U.S. and Europe Interest Rates Rose in June But Off the Highs 
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Figure 22 – U.S. Fixed Income Outperforms as U.S. Treasury Rates Dropped from Their 
Mid-Month Peak Levels 

 

Within equity alternatives (Figure 23), it was a volatile month for commodities which saw an initial rally 
driven by higher oil prices then turned negative throughout the rest of June as prices dropped across the 
broad basket reflecting the negative end user demand response to higher prices.  The S&P GSCI 
Commodities Index dropped 7.6% while S&P GSCI Precious Metals returned -2.5%.  The Dow Jones 
REITs Index dropped 7.1% in sympathy with the broader U.S. equity sell-off in June.       

Figure 23 – Commodities Give Back Early Month Gains as Energy, Metals, and Agriculture 
Anticipate Lower Demand Impact from High Inflation 
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2nd Quarter Performance Exhibits 
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1st Half 2022 Exhibits 
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Disclosure: 

The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of 
the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any 
investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and 
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not 
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or 
complete.  This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in 
any investment vehicles or securities.  This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or an offering of 
any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios.  This article and the information contained herein is 
intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation 
with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting with a financial 
advisor. 

3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 3D/L 
is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of the 
information contained therein. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital 
Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The 
opinions offered above are as of July 5, 2022 and are subject to change as influencing factors change. 

More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment 
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860) 
291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com. 

https://3dlfinancial.com/wp-content/uploads/3DL_Capital_ADV_Pt2A_2022-04-27.pdf
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